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TEL : 886-6-226-1919
FAX : 886-6-226-1932

http://www.guintain.com.tw

SENT BY E-MAIL
2014.04.28

The Director
Operations I
Anti-Dumping Commission
Customs House
5 Constitution Avenue
CANBERRA ACT 2601

Re: Dumping Investigation ADC 240- Rod in Coils Exported from
Indonesia, Taiwan and Turkey
Application for Extension of Time for Submission

Dear Sir/Madam,

We, Quintain Steel Corporation ("QSC"), as a Taiwanese producer and exporter of the
subject product, would like register as an interested party and respond the
questionnaire of the dumping investigation ADC 240 on Rod in Coils exported from
Indonesia, Taiwan and Turkey.

Additionally, we respectfully request a one month extension, from 20th May to 19th
June, to sufficiently complete the Exporter Questionnaire and its spreadsheets.

First,

QSC, as all other corporations subject to Income Tax Act of Taiwan, needs to
completely file an annual income tax by 31" May.

As such, all personnel of our

accounting and financial department have to devote most of time during the period of
May to prepare the application and report apart from daily workload.

The 2014

Day (I" May) and the festival from 31" May to 2nd June, land in within these lousy

months.

Accordingly, we barely manage to submit responses in sufficient details by

20'h May scheduled initially.

The questionnaire requests much information from multiple departments of QSC and
requires huge work to collect data.

Being inexperienced in the investigation process,

the tight schedule put us at disadvantage indeed because it needs more time to
understand and comply with the requirements.

We highly appreciate the ADC's due

consideration of our request, and apologise for any inconvenience caused

Quintain Steel Corporation

Contact:
Assistant Manager.
Vincent Lin
Email: u9311 0 I O@quintain.com.tw
Phone no.: +88662261919 ext 313

